
Sebastian Noelle

After choosing New York City as his permanent residence in
2002, guitarist Sebastian Noelle has been performing with his
group on a regular basis. His name can be found on the
programs of the city’s hot spots for creative music such as the
55 Bar, Cornelia Street Café or CBGB’s Gallery.

Sebastian Noelle’s performance experiences include concerts
at the North Sea Festival, Montreux Festival, and tours in
Holland and Slovakia.

His melodic playing can be heard to advantage throughout his latest CD “Secret Sound Nation”
(2004, Nolimit Records), which showcases original compositions exclusively. Among his
former recordings are “Freedom Trail” (2001) featuring a quartet with former mentor John
Abercrombie and “Home Is Where The Heart Wants To Go” (2001), an acoustic guitar album
with duo partner Gene Bertoncini.

After growing up in Germany in a musical family with a classical background, Sebastian
became interested in the jazz traditions and the practice of improvised music. The curiosity for
musical cultures from all over the world led him to New York, where his style was enriched by
Middle Eastern, Asian and South American folk music.

His steady group consists of Donny McCaslin or Chris Cheek on tenor saxophone,
Ted Poor (Ben Monder Trio, Maria Schneider Orchestra) on drums, Thomson Kneeland
(Matthias Lupri, Chris Potter, Mark Turner) and himself on guitar.

As a sideman Sebastian Noelle has performed with JoAnne Brackeen, Lewis Nash, Mulgrew
Miller, Bob Moses, Maria Schneider, Joel Frahm, Bobby Shew, Kurt Rosenwinkel, Dave
Santoro, John Hollenbeck, Scott Reeves, Michael Abene and Tony Moreno.

His original compositions also include works for big band, string quartets, solo guitar, voice,
and small jazz ensembles and have been performed extensively in the U.S. and Europe.

Education: BA in jazz performance and composition (Hochschule für Musik in Mannheim,
Germany), MA with Distinction in Performance (New England Conservatory, Boston, MA)

For booking please call 347 248 9305 or email sebnoelle@hotmail.com

More information available at www.sebastiannoelle.com





Press Reviews

About "Secret Sound Nation" (2004)

"SEBASTIAN NOELLE QUARTET - Secret Sound Nation (Nolimit Records 1003) Featuring Sebastian
on guitar & effects, Rainer Boehm on Rhodes electric piano, Panagiotis Andreou on electric bass and
Martin Valihora on drums.  Sebastian has played here at DMG a couple of times and put out a fine cd
with John Abercrombie as his guest. This CD was mixed in Boston, where Sebastian went to college
and recorded in Bratislava, where I think his quartet is  from. The music here is a nice mix of laid back
and somewhat funky electric jazz, played with taste and restraint. On  "Get Real" the quartet take off for
some quick and intricate interplay with the guitar and el. piano playing that difficult theme with ease.
Sebastian actually sounds like his mentor and cohort John Abercrombie on this, with his sterling tone
and quick spinning lines of notes. As this long (78 minutes) CD evolves, the pieces become more
intricate and more complex, yet still remain somewhat subdued. Both Sebastian's electric guitar and
Rainer's piano work well together, playing difficult lines in harmony or even sailing around one another
at times. This little treasure approaches the fusion terrain at times, without ever having to deal with that
high-speed, show off your chops bullshit. Well done!"  (Bruce Gallanther, Downtown Music Gallery
Newsletter 05/04)

About “Freedom Trail” (2003)

"[...] The excellent results of the session can be heard on "Freedom Trail". Throughout the disc, the
guitarists spar  amiably over a firm foundation supplied by bassist Noah Jarrett and drummer Ferenc
Nemeth; Noelle matches wits  with his elder, essaying in an articulate, vocal-like manner."
(Adam Perlmutter, GuitarOne Magazine)

"Sebastian and John both play electric guitars, hollow body and solid body respectively, their rhythm
team includes  Noah Jarrett on acoustic bass and Ferenc Nemeth on drums. This is a fine, laid back
effort for two jazz guitarists who  both play with exquisite taste and perform dreamy, slow burn, intricate
playing, throughout. Both guitarists compose  and a few standards are done nicely, especially "How
Deep is the Ocean?" A most impressive debut."  (Bruce Gallanther, Downtown Music Gallery
Newsletter)

About “Jazz Changes?” (2001)

"Noelle's style ranges from acoustic-electric jazz guitar with warm single lines to Scofield regions"
(Jazzpodium, German national Jazz magazine)

“Jazz Changes? displays an enormous stylistic range – even managing to portrait a dim nightclub
atmosphere. But  more than that, these five young virtuosos succeed in the difficult task of making
music that is artistic yet at the same  time accessible. [...]  Light as a feather soar Olaf Schoenborn’s
alto sax and Sebastian Noelle’s guitar sounds on the ballad “C’est qu’elle  dit”.”
(Stereoplay, German National Music Magazine)

“Changes’ playing sounds mature and technically versatile. Strong original compositions by [Olaf]
Schoenborn and  guitarist Sebastian Noelle emphasized the impression of high professionalism.
“Changes” has developed a feeling for  color, and these compositions were the perfect forum to prove
it: Above all Noelle’s “Hands off the Wheel”, a Latin  piece heavily drenched with Funk influences, was
kept in motion by the guitarist with his elastic solos. Via effect  processor he managed to get great
sounds out of his guitar and created an authentic Calypso feel using steel drum  sounds and burning
runs. Noelle also contributed the beautiful ballad “Changes and Chances”, in his solo combining
relaxed looseness and tender excitement.”  (Rheinlandpfalz 2000, Regional German News Magazine)


